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Fresh Fonts for Summer

TYPETASTIC!
They’re here, and they’re hot! Lost Type 

introduces a special collection of 

brilliantly crafted typefaces added to the 

collection on www.losttype.com.



The quick 
brown fox 
jumps over 

the lazy 
dog

Designed by eli horn

Beautiful line width variation in this 
condensed sans-serif. Perfect for an 
elegant modernist headline.

ELI HORN
Born 1986, British Columbia, Canada 
Lives and works in Vancouver
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TOMMASO

Ba...et du 
whisky pur

Moi, je veux 
quinze clubs de 
golf...

Cylburn
Designed by Dai Foldes

Cylburn is a semi-connected script struc-
turally based on Roundhand but written 
with a pointed brush and restrained ten-
sion that separate it from its traditional 
roots.

DAI FOLDES
Dai is a classically trained painter turned 
type designer, who incorporates core art 
principles into his unique work.
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Klinic Slab Lavanderia
Designed by JOE PRINCE

In 4 weights (and italics), the 8 font Klinic Slab family 
is one of our most comprehensive releases to date. A 
contemporary, versatile Slab Serif, Klinic is a work-
horse that marries personality and functionality.

JOE PRINCE
Joe Prince is a graphic designer that specializes in 
logo and typography design. He crafts hand-made 
typefaces that are heavily influenced by modern ge-
ometry and simple forms. His work can be seen in use 
all over the web, mainly as webfonts, and continues 
his passion for design each day.

Designed by JAMES.T.EDMONDSON

Based on lettering found on Laundromat windows of San Fran-
cisco’s Mission District, Lavanderia features numerous opentype 
features and three weights.

JAMES T. EDMONDSON
Student at the Royal Academy of Art in The Hague, Netherlands. Was 
an amateur stand up comedian for one summer.

A large fawn 
jumped quickly 
over white zinc 
boxes.

How quickly
 daft jumping
 zebras vex.
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MENSCH
Designed by MORGAN KNUTSON

A condensed uppercase typeface with regular, thin, inline, and 
bold weights.

MORGAN KNUTSON
Interfaces and Activism. Lead Designer at PCF & PPF making 
waves for social change.

Pack my box 
with five

 dozen liquor 
jugs.
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Abraham Lincoln
Designed by FRANCES MACLEOD

Inspired by the proportions of the 16th President of the USA, and advertise-
ments/playbills of the 1800s, Abraham Lincoln is a humanistic display face with 
moderate contrast and sturdy serifs.

FRANCES MACLEOD
A native of Wichita, Kansas, Frances MacLeod is presently pursuing a BFA in 
Advertising Art Direction and Graphic Design at Columbia College Chicago. She 
values type, perspective and challenges.

The quick 
brown fox 

jumps 
over the 
lazy dog
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Bring some sunshine to your summer with these fresh 

new fonts. To order visit www.losttype.com today!



Operated and Managed by Riley Cran (and originally co-founded with Tyler Galpin), Lost Type is the first of its kind, 
a Pay-What-You-Want type foundry. Since 2011 Lost Type has been a source for unique typefaces, with a collec-

tion of over 50 different faces from contributors all over the world. 100% of the funds from sales of these fonts 
go directly to their respective designers. Lost Type fonts have been used across the world, and recently have been 
featured in projects for Nike, Starbucks, Disney and the President of the United States. Lost Type continues to be 

dedicated to the idea that quality fonts should be made available to anyone who wants to create an individual piece of 
characterful design.

www.losttype.com

Typetastic!
 Lost Type is a Collaborative Digital Type Foundry.


